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I. Pictorial Presentation of the Install Equipment

II. Current Status.
Figure 1, 5 MW Amp

Figure 2, SPWT 9 inch Coax Switch
Figure 3, View of the magnet Mounted in position

Figure 4, Close up view of magnet and its mounting from the 201 MHz side
II. Current Status:

1. The waveguide and 9 inch Coax has been installed upto the entrance point of the MTA
2. The magnet has been mounted in its final Phase I position.
3. The Cryo group is setting up the transfer lines to the magnet. (2 week more)
4. First set of radiation concrete shielding blocks to be install next week.
5. Work is beginning on completing the installation of the waveguide and 9 inch Coax to the magnet area of the MTA. (4 weeks more).